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Abstract. Tank fluid purging and night cooling are two overheating prevention
techniques with potential to prevent photovoltaic-thermal collectors from
experiencing temperatures capable of undermining their longevity and
commercial appeal. Both techniques are readily available, inexpensive but
inherently wasteful to use. Dynamic numerical simulations were conducted to
determine the primary energy efficiency and the level of protection afforded by
these techniques in active residential grid-connected solar domestic hot water
systems. Also evaluated was the use of occupancy rate information, possible via
so-called “smart systems”, to complement the techniques. The results revealed
better performances for systems using stagnation control schemes relative to
those not using them. Also, night cooling was shown to be unable to prevent
overheating reliably while tank fluid purging proved to be more apt but resulted
in substantial waste of water annually, which could be reduced by combining it
with night cooling, which in turn revealed the highest performances observed.
Keywords: photovoltaic; thermal; stagnation; night; cooling; purging

1 Introduction
Solar water heating systems such as those for domestic hot water or space heating
routinely experience stagnation events, particularly during the Summer months.
During this period, ambient temperature and irradiation levels are at their highest and
demand tends to be low by design (e.g., space heating) or due to absence periods (e.g.,
vacations). While standard collectors for low temperature applications (<100ºC) such
as flat-plate and evacuated tube collectors are generally designed to withstand their
worst case scenario stagnation temperatures (100-300ºC), hybrid photovoltaic-thermal
(PV-T) collectors are sensitive to temperatures in excess of 85ºC - in part due to the
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limited temperature stability of common photovoltaic (PV) array encapsulants,
namely ethylene vinyl acetate (EVA) - which can occur during stagnation [1-2]. As a
result, PV-T systems require stagnation control methods to prevent overheating in
addition to the protections typically required in standard solar heating systems.
Stagnation control methods commonly used in solar heating systems can be
categorised as either stagnation handling or overheating prevention [3]. Stagnation
handling methods do not prevent stagnation but instead mitigate its harmful
consequences such as thermal stress to other components in the collector circuit due
to heat carrier evaporation, heat carrier degradation, accelerated corrosion and
plugging of pipes [4]. Examples of stagnation handling methods include the
drainback, draindown and steamback systems or the use high system pressures in the
collector loop [2]. In contrast, overheating prevention methods avoid the onset of
temperatures capable of compromising a system’s functional integrity by avoiding
stagnation or limiting the temperatures reached. Examples include collector shading
systems, night cooling of the storage tank, tank fluid purging, active heat dumping,
passive venting and defocusing (for tracking systems). Of the two categories,
overheating prevention methods are necessary for glazed PV-T systems, whose
temperatures can reach around 150ºC under stagnation, even though some stagnation
handling measures can be seen as desirable or complementary [1,2,5,6].
The present endeavour focuses on the performance of two overheating prevention
methods, namely tank fluid purging and night cooling of the storage tank, in active
residential solar domestic hot water (SDHW) systems using glazed PV-T collectors
producing electricity and feeding it to the local utility grid using grid-tie inverters.
Both methods have a low initial cost – one of which (night cooling) is a common
feature in many commercial controllers - and are designed to lower the storage tank
temperature and in doing so indirectly prevent stagnation and high temperatures.
Tank fluid purging consists of disposing of hot tank fluid – generally water - using
a single purge valve and replacing it with colder fluid to prevent the tank from being
fully charged. In doing so, stagnation due to low temperature differences between the
collector and tank or due to the maximum allowed collector temperature being
reached can be avoided indirectly. However, the hottest fluid in the tank (i.e., from the
top) is wasted and in the case of water predominantly when it is scarce (Summer
months) while requiring parasitic energy to power the pump(s) and valve – assuming
the latter is not thermostatic. On the other hand, the method is unsuitable for some
fluids and the valve is used sparingly during the Winter months which may cause it to
fail prematurely unless periodic discharges or careful maintenance is carried out [2].
In contrast, night cooling of the storage tank does so by running the collector
circuit pump at night in order to prevent stagnation from taking place the following
day. It does not require additional components other than possibly a controller, relies
on the often-used collector loop, requiring parasitic energy to do so but does not waste
water. On the other hand, the method can only be used effectively when solar energy
collection is not possible - unlike tank fluid purging which can be used preventively
or during the collection period - and must necessarily anticipate periods of
mismatched supply and demand, either using predictive or conservative controls [2,3].
The implicitly wasteful nature of both methods contrasts with their low
implementation cost but can nevertheless penalise the performance of SDHW
systems. At the same time, cooling the tank results in lower collector temperatures
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and higher PV yields for solar cells exhibiting negative cell efficiency temperature
coefficients, although these are generally low in absolute value (e.g., -0.45%/K for
monocrystalline silicon). In other words, these methods are likely to contribute to a
degradation of the system’s energy efficiency and cost-effectiveness, which is
unlikely to be outweighed by the positive effect on the electrical performance of PV-T
systems [1,2,5]. Nevertheless, this hypothesis needs to be tested in accordance with
the scientific method and the magnitude of the performance variation quantified.
As such, the objective of the work described in this paper is to evaluate and
compare implementations of tank fluid purging and night cooling with respect to the
problem of stagnation and their impact on the performance of residential SDHW
systems using glazed PV-T collectors. Although these methods have been to some
extent discussed in the literature prior to this effort, the emphasis has not been on
quantifying the effect they have on the performance of SDHW PV-T systems [7].
In order to do so, dynamic annual simulations were conducted. These focused on a
reference system without any stagnation control method and systems employing each
control method or both as a way to evaluate their potentially complementary nature
and implications for systems with more frequent stagnation events such as space
heating systems. Finally, the results were primarily analysed from the viewpoint of
primary energy efficiency but other figures of merit were considered, namely
overheating impact, pump cycling and likelihood of premature system failure.

2 Relationship to Smart Systems
The research efforts undertaken and described in this paper concern the study of two
overheating prevention methods, namely tank fluid purging and night cooling, whose
use can be enhanced by the features commonly associated with so-called “smart
systems”, namely sensing, (internet) connectivity, informed decision-making and
actuation [8]. These features could render the preventive use of both methods more
reliable and overall better performing than alternative control schemes. For instance,
rather than cooling the tank according to a static temperature setpoint during a given
time window at night, the control unit could hypothetically determine which flow rate
to use if any, for how long and the timing of the operation dynamically.
Ideally, preventive use of both methods should consider dynamic weather
forecasts, occupancy rates, electricity prices and other factors to select the most
appropriate method (if more than one is available) and timing, which would require a
combination of internet connectivity, sensors and control modules with predictive
capabilities able to use such information in a timely manner. In practice, a predictive
stagnation control scheme could be too complex and costly to implement relative to
its potential benefits over simpler methods. Therefore, the current study focuses on
the evaluation of simpler stagnation control solutions for SDHW PV-T systems yet
consistent with the features associated with “smart systems”.
Concretely, the use of occupancy rate information possibly provided by sensors,
schedules or remote communication with the main unit to disable the backup heater
and/or select different night cooling setpoints for normal load and load absence
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periods were evaluated since these are simple to implement and also have advantages
from the standpoint of energy efficiency and user comfort when users are away.

3 System Overview
The solar heating systems under consideration for the purposes of this study are small
active (i.e., forced-circulation) residential grid-connected SDHW systems featuring
parallel-connected glazed PV-T collectors supplying the electricity generated to the
local utility grid. These systems typically have a collector area in the range of 4-6 m2,
tanks sized according to specific storage volumes of 40-70 L/m2 of collector area and
featuring internal heat exchangers of the immersed coil variety, which have a
propensity for low thermal stratification [9-11]. Moreover, the systems are prepared to
perform night cooling of the tank whereas purging tank fluid requires an actuator
valve on the demand loop. The generic diagram for all three systems evaluated (no
stagnation control, night cooling and purging) is given in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. Generic diagram for the solar domestic hot water (SDHW) systems studied.

Regular system operation is governed by simple controls, namely hysteretic
controllers for the backup heater and pump as well as safety overrides designed to
protect the system components other than the collector from high temperatures
(>95ºC) by disabling heat carrier circulation. For the systems considered here, the
backup heater is turned on once tank fluid temperatures drop below 55ºC and remains
on until temperatures reach 60ºC (5ºC deadband) and in doing so prevents the growth
of legionella while not significantly enhancing the formation of limestone deposits
[10,12]. Similarly, heat carrier circulation is initiated if the temperature difference
(ΔT) between the heat carrier at the collector outlet and the tank fluid near the heat
exchanger increases beyond the turn on setpoint (ΔTon = 10 K) and ends if it drops
below the turn off setpoint (ΔToff = 2 K) leading to stagnation in the collector loop.
On the other hand, the night cooling takes place when three conditions are met.
The first condition is a negative temperature difference between the collector and tank
to indicate cooling is possible while the second and third conditions concern a timer
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enable (in this case, active between midnight and 5 a.m. local time) and a minimum
tank temperature setpoint to regulate the cooling period and how much cooling is to
take place, respectively. Moreover, the tank temperature setpoint alternates between a
value for normal occupancy periods (Tn) and another for periods of user absence (Tnl),
according to occupancy information conveyed by the “smart” system elements.
Conversely, tank fluid purging is triggered by any one of three conditions. The first
condition is met when the collector fluid outlet temperature is within a preset
tolerance (ΔTf,tol=5ºC) of its maximum allowed level (Tf,max=95ºC) during fluid
circulation. The second condition is met when the tank temperature exceeds the tank
purge setpoint (Tpurge, lower than the tank’s maximum allowed temperature) and until
the former drops to a safe level (Tsafe, set to at least 5ºC below Tpurge). The third and
final condition is met when ΔT approaches ΔToff during heat carrier circulation and
the temperature difference between T f,max and the tank fluid is lower than ΔTon.
Although unlikely to be frequently triggered, it concerns high temperature cycling and
could prevent the system from being stuck in high temperature stagnation since if
stagnation were to set in once ΔT dropped below ΔToff while Tf,max – Ttank < ΔTon, the
collector fluid temperature could exceed the maximum value for which circulation is
allowed (95ºC) before it could resume (ΔT> ΔTon) and after which fluid purging
would not be effective since the system would be stuck until temperatures dropped.

4 Methodology
In order to address the proposed objectives, a set of annual dynamic simulations of the
aforementioned SDHW PV-T systems were conducted. The choice of simulation
work rather than physical experiments was based on the former’s reasonable accuracy
and the ability to compare systems under the same exact conditions in a time- and
cost-effective manner. Annual simulation periods were selected due to the pertinence
of evaluating the all-year round performance of the control methods and the system,
even though stagnation events predominantly take place during Summer.
The simulations employed the models described in [2] except those for the
stagnation controllers and the utility water temperature. The latter was modelled as
7ºC-amplitude 15ºC-average annual triangular wave, whose extrema were made to
coincide (time-wise) with those of the outdoor temperature [12]. Typical
meteorological year (TMY) data for Lisbon, Portugal (38º42’N, 9º8’W) was used, as
represented in Figure 2. However, the simulations assumed the lack of appreciable
wind (vwind=0 m/s) as a worst case scenario and focused on common situations likely
to lead to high stagnation temperatures in well-sized SDHW systems, namely the use
of representative load patterns including Summer vacations and weekends off. A full
load day corresponded to 200 L at 45ºC and no load periods included a weekend off
every four weeks and four one-week Summer vacations spread a month apart.
The simulations were run using MATLAB and most models implemented were
validated against their respective counterparts from other well known simulation
tools, namely TRNSYS, as described in [2]. Conversely, the dynamic PV-T collector
model used is based on the equation for the quasi-dynamic test method featured in the
standard EN 12975-2:2006 and reproduces the performance of the PV-T collector
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described in [1], which was measured according to the aforementioned standard.
Moreover, the system’s performance is in line with the results found in [13], which
focused on the same location, using comparable PV-T technology and areas.
At the same time, the dynamic PV-T collector model used does not incorporate
longwave radiative heat losses explicitly (c4 or ε = 0), which has thermodynamic
implications particularly for night cooling with PV-T collectors lacking lowemissivity coatings, as is the case [1]. Nevertheless, the implications are arguably
minor for the present study since the temperature differences between the hot storage
tank and the outdoors still allow for significant convective heat transfer (and thus a
conservative cooling power assessment) whereas night cooling of cold storage tanks
(e.g., used in space cooling systems) requires radiative heat transfer [14]. Additional
information on the parameters used, unless stated otherwise, can be found in [2].

Fig. 2. Monthly horizontal irradiation (H), average outdoor (Ta,avg) and utility water
temperatures (Tu,avg) according to the (Lisbon) TMY data used in the simulations conducted.

The simulations’ primary results were used to assess the system’s primary energy
efficiency using a weighted primary energy savings adapted from [15] and defined as:
(1)
Qpes = fpv*Epv – fpar*Epar – faux*(Eaux-Eref) .
where the primary energy factors for PV electricity (fpv), parasitic energy (fpar) and
auxiliary energy (faux) were all set to 2.5 (general purpose electricity) [16]. Moreover,
the backup heater (i.e., an immersed electrical heating element) efficiency to 100%,
the power converter efficiency to 95% and the pump power (Ppump) defined as a cubic
function of the collector array mass flow rate (mc) according to (2), where the pump
power coefficient (Kp) was set to 1000 W1Kg-3s3 after [17].
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5 Simulations and Analysis
The simulations revealed marginal primary energy savings and cumulative
overheating period variations as the result of disabling the backup heater during
periods of low energy demand. In particular, the increase in Q pes from this measure
was limited to no more than 2 kWh for all flow rates whereas the reduction in
cumulative overheating was only observed at low flow rates and limited to less than 3
hours. These results can be explained by the fact that the tank is usually charged
during those periods and because overheating is more likely at low flow rates.

Fig. 3. Cumulative annual duration of overheating periods (Δt) and normalised primary energy
savings (fpes) versus the specific mass flow rate (mc/Ac) for the SDHW PV-T systems
simulated. Legend: NSC, no stagnation control; NC, night cooling (Tn=80ºC; no load mode
limited to vacations, i.e., excludes weekends); TFP, tank fluid purging (Tpurge=85ºC; mpurge=mc).

With regard to stagnation control schemes, the simulations revealed night cooling
as having a limited ability to prevent collector overheating, unlike tank fluid purging.
Concretely, none of the systems simulated using tank fluid purging overheated – in
contrast with results reported in [2] - while those relying exclusively on night cooling
still overheated for at least a few hours annually although less than without a
stagnation control method, as exemplified in Figure 3. The inadequacy of night
cooling for overheating prevention did not result from low collector loop cooling
power but rather the inability to predict the need for cooling as such, as overheating
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was observed even during full load days in addition to low demand periods – either
vacations or weekends off. Moreover, meeting the night cooling tank temperature
setpoint while employing the nominal mass flow rate used during the daytime was
routinely achieved in a fraction of the time available to do so (the average night
cooling cycle lasted under 3 hours but some lasted almost 5 hours, particularly at the
lowest flow rates) and overheating tended to drop as either of the setpoints was
lowered, although ‘no load’ setpoints lower than 45ºC did not substantially reduce it.

Fig. 4. Normalised primary energy savings (fpes) and normalised thermal energy waste due to
fluid purging (Npurge) versus the specific mass flow rate for the SDHW PV-T systems
simulated. Legend: NSC, no stagnation control; NC, night cooling (Tn=80ºC; no load mode
limited to vacations); TFP, tank fluid purging (Tsafe=Tpurge-5ºC; mpurge=mc).

At the same time, tank fluid purging either individually or combined with night
cooling led to a substantial volume of water being flushed, mainly at low specific
mass flow rates and predominantly during the Summer. While the water volume itself
was not recorded, the energy wasted as the result of purging using tank purge
setpoints from 75ºC to 85ºC ranged from 88 up to 927 kWh for the lowest flow rates,
which is equivalent to approximately 13 and 135 full load days. Alternatively, this
corresponds to between 1.2 and 14.3 m3 of water at Tpurge being replaced by utility
water at Summertime temperatures (18.5ºC) – all reasonable estimates for the
estimation of the actual volume of water purged – which is equivalent volume-wise to
between 6 and 72 normal load days annually. However, the minimum energy waste
and equivalent volume corresponding to the use of tank fluid purging as stand-alone
were 126 kWh (18 days) and 1.6 m3 (8 days), respectively. Thus, combining both
methods allowed for a reduction of the amount of purging and energy waste (see
Figure 4) and effectively constitutes a more environmentally viable solution.
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Primary energy efficiency-wise, PV-T systems using night cooling, tank fluid
purging or both were able to outperform those not using any stagnation control
method, particularly at low and medium collector specific mass flow rates, high purge
setpoints (80 and 85ºC) and if night cooling was limited to vacation periods, as shown
in Figures 3 and 4. Conversely, excessive purging brought on through the use of
purge setpoints as low as 75ºC (Tsafe=70ºC) inverted this trend while still reliably
preventing overheating. Similarly, allowing night cooling during short ‘no load’
periods (i.e., weekends off) resulted in less overheating, mainly at low flow rates, but
also slightly lower performances, predominantly at high flow rates. On the other hand,
the range of performance variation itself was not significant: from -16 kWh up to 35
kWh relative to a maximum Qpes of 3633 kWh. Nevertheless, the general outcome
reflects higher PV yields (up to 22 kWh) due to cell cooling, despite increases in the
parasitic (up to 1 kWh) and auxiliary (up to 55 kWh, and highest at high flow rates)
energy consumptions, which ultimately stemmed from the methods’ ability to cool the
tank and the correlation between high irradiance periods and the need for cooling.
Moreover, the performance enhancement was highest for systems using tank fluid
purging, either exclusively or combined with night cooling of the storage tank, which
proved to be the most effective schemes in preventing overheating and in securing the
highest primary energy efficiency. In this regard, the combined use of tank fluid
purging and night cooling led to the highest observed primary energy efficiency.

6 Conclusions
Dynamic simulations of SDHW PV-T systems were conducted to evaluate
implementations of tank fluid purging and night cooling of the storage tank as
overheating prevention methods. While none of the methods evaluated can be useful
in the event of black-outs, the results have shown tank fluid purging as a more
effective method for overheating prevention than non-predictive night cooling of the
storage tank. As such, the tank fluid purging implementation used for this study
seemingly overcame the overheating problems reported in the literature.
Performance-wise, the PV-T systems simulated using tank fluid purging, night
cooling or both combined surpassed the primary energy efficiency of the reference
PV-T system not using any stagnation control method. In particular, the combined use
of both individual methods led to the best performances of all, although the
performance differences are arguably within the simulations’ error range.
Moreover, combined use of both methods reduced the volume of water purged
relative to the individual use of tank fluid purging, which proved significant. Thus,
fluid purging is not environmentally sound vis-à-vis water scarcity, particularly if
used in space heating systems, and can be completed inexpensively by night cooling.
With regard to the implementation tweaks conceivably possible using features
associated with “smart systems”, the simulations did not reveal noticeable energy
efficiency increases by using occupancy information to disable the auxiliary system.
Conversely, using that information to alternate between normal and (lower) ‘no load’
night cooling setpoints reduced the cumulative duration of overheating events
annually - even if insufficient to effectively prevent overheating as a whole - and
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improved the systems’ primary energy efficiency. As such, night cooling has potential
to improve and become the standard, low cost, effective and environmentally friendly
overheating protection method for SDHW PV-T systems and others.
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